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Europe means much more than a Union or continent lt is a way of life. Europe means 

peace, democracy, economic growth, stability and hope to me. The European Union was 

established on the 1st November 19931 as a way to ensure long-lasting peace and to improve 

political as well as economic integration using the Euro. After the second world war. remarkable 

officials such as Winston Churchill declared that it was imperative that Germany and countries 

such as France had an indelible reconaliation.~ In turn, this promoted travel between countries. 

which in the end led to economic growth; as ·well as lasting peace. To add on, faith and hope in 

the judicial system was restored with the debut of the EU Court of Justice. I have chosen to 

include the history of the EU, as l believe that it was clear from the start how pure the EU's 

intentions were. They are trustworthy and warm-hearted. This is why Europe means hope. 

Furthermore, a Norwegian Citizen like me, courtesy of the European Union (as well as EFTA), 

can easily move from country to country in order to have access to better schools. Europe 

means hope because I know that J am not restricted from anything simply because of my place 

of birth or nationality. The sky is the limit! For the purpose of this essay, I have interpreted 

Europe as the European Union because every single country on the European continent has a 

form of connection to the European Union. In a sense, it is the governing body. 

First. Europe means peace to me. lt promotes human rights, averts conflict, and 

prioritizes basic needs that every child should have. In 2012, the EU accepted the Nobel Peace 

Prize, 3 as a result of their stabilization role in Europe. The EU worked on upholding and 

improving human rights. The European Union views all human rights as universal, indivisible 

and interdependent.'4 Because the European Union promotes these rights, the EU means 

peace to me because I know that I will not be discriminated against In addition, since 

everybody has equal rights, everybody lives in peace and harmony. Consequently, the 

government can prioritize important aspects of a child's life such as education instead of solving 

conflicts. Europe means peace to me because I am never worried or afraid about not getting the 

proper education and childhood that every child and I are entitled to. Moving on, the EU 
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zealously uses 'conflict prevention, peace building as well as Mediation.'5 The EU perceives 

violence to be a last resort. lt believes that the first step for any emerging or ongoing conflict is 

that of a pacifist. Europe means peace to me because I am not worried that my government will 

launch weaponry such as a missile or even a nuclear weapon at the first sign of trouble. If a 

child has to worry about such things. there is no way that they can possibly succeed in any part 

of their life because of this burden. Luckily, there is a democratic system in place to avoid abuse 

of power and problems like these. 

Secondly, Europe means democracy to me. The EU allows its citizens to candidly 

contribute to the lawmaking process as well as other initiatives. One way it does so is by the use 

of the Lisbon Treaty!>. If more than one million citizens assert a certain cause, the European 

Commission is obliged to debate it Europe means peace to me because I know that if I am 

passionate enough about something, or if there is a big problem that needs to be resolved, I 

have the opportunity to do so. lt is vital that the EU's citizens have their voices heard because, 

in the end, the EU is run by the people; it is run for the people. To add on, another mechanism 

that the EU uses to promote democracy is by electing new MP's every five years while using 

proportional representation. This allows governments to be more sociologically representative, 

and leads to a much more legitimate government, since every single vote counts. Because of 

this, minorities are able to partake in the decision-making process. This means democracy, as I 

know that my vote counts, is heard and is not wasted. This means democracy because no 

matter how minor you are, your opinion will be heard and you can make a change. Since 

democracy eliminates social conflict and increases civil liberties, it leads to economic growth.7 

Thirdly, Europe means economic growth and stability to me. The EU introduced a 

universal currency for most member states as well as free trade agreements which allow 

consumers to have more choice as well as stable prices, citizens to have higher quality jobs and 

finally, allows the economy to constantly grow. In order to have free trade, it became important 

that a single currency needed to be implemented for most member states in order for European 

citizens to prosper.6 Since the EU is a large integrated market, exporters as well as importers, 

are incentivized to export or import as they not have to pay hefty fees in order to transport their 
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products. In addition to that, the prices have remained stable because of the use of the Euro. 

The average rate of inflation was 1. 77%, which is lower than the average rate of individual 

countries from 1970-1990 when they had not yet adopted the Euro.9 Europe means stability 

because I know that my money is not going to drop in value astronomically. This relieves stress 

and means that my assets such as my house are safe. When there are stable prices for 

consumers as well as in the whole country, businesses are more likely to invest since they are 

more confident. As a result, there is more employment and EU citizens are able to access 

higher quality jobs. To me, Europe means stability and economic growth, as my skill will not go 

to waste and I will have a job that I am perfectly qualified for. Consequently, my education does 

not go to waste, and I am able to earn a fair. salary based on my professional profile. In addition, 

because of a universal currency, there are no exchange rates, therefore, there are more 

transparent business investments in Europe. As a result, large institutional investors, who are 

able to invest large sums efficiently are enticed, because of the absence of fluctuating exchange 

rates. To add on, since the economy is stable, the government is able to plan ahead, into the 

future, instead of looking at current problems. This allows people of power to create new 

policies and new projects that ultimately result in even more jobs as well as economic growth. 

To me, Europe means that I have a future, where I will have the opportunity to work to be able to 

have a decent standard of living. To me, Europe means that I will have a stable life, where I 

know that I have a roof over my head and enough to never. go hungry unexpectedly. 

Rnally, Europe means hope to me. They are the vanguard for sustainability, the 

preeminent organization for universal healthcare, and a leading organization for justice. Europe 

is developing a profoundly high number of green projects. The EU innovated new efficient forms 

of transport and developed new alternatives to fossil fuels. Because of this, the average 

European utilizes half the amount of electricity compared to an American.10 To add on, it takes 

40% more fuel to drive an American car per kilometer compared to a European one.11 In 

addition, Europe's ecological footprint is half of America's despite having the same standard of 

living.12 Europe is a wond leader for sustainability, which is why I have hope that the effects of . 

climate change can be stopped and reversed. Europe means hope because I know that while 

living in Europe, nature is preserved, and my offspring and will also have the opportunity to walk 
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in nature as I did. Universal healthcare is also one of Europe's most fascinating attainments. 

Europe's healthcare is ranked as being the best in the world.13 Europe has a completely 

different mindset to the USA, which despite spending far more money, ends up with over 50% of 

the population not having healthcare.14 Europe means hope to me because l know that a 

healthcare system, a necessity for humans. is not corrupted by money and greed. Finally, 

Europe is a leader for justice. The EU created a European Court of Justice, in order to interpret 

EU law, which consisted of judges with no political agenda. The judges for the ECJ are chosen 

by the member state's government; the member state's government are voted for and by the 

people. In the end, the ultimate decision of who becomes a judge is partially that of the people. 

Because of this, the ECJ is considerably ind~pendent, thus avoiding any bias. Europe means 

hope to me because I know that the fate of my country is not decided by the highest bidder as 

well as corruption. 

In conclusion, Europe means plenty of things, however, the most substantial ones to me 
are peace as well as harmony. Democracy and proportional representation. Economic growth as 
well as stability and finally, hope and unbiasedness. Europe is a world leader in all of these 
areas and will without a doubt continue to thrive, flourish and prosper. The EU has a will to 
succeed and is very passionate about doing so. The very foundation of Europe is based on 
peace, democracy, economic growth, and justice. These are all basic values that are rooted at 
the heart of the European Union as well as principles upon which the union was formed. ln 
World War 11, the European continent was fragmentary and broken. Using these values and 
principles, the creation of the union led to its recovery as well as peace across the continent 
The EU should be a role model for the whole world because of their fair practices that benefit 
the entire population. After writing this essay, I have concluded that Europe is simply a word. 1t 
is the interpretation and reasoning that matters. No dictionary is ever going to give you the true 
meaning of Europe. 
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